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News and Markets
IA North America covers the whole
industrial manufacturing industry
From 8 to 13 September 2014, the INDUSTRIAL
AUTOMATION NORTH AMERICA, International
Trade Show for Process, Production and Industrial Building Automation will take place for the
second time. Collocated once again with IMTS
and the addition of the Motion, Drive & Automation North America will make the 2014 event the
most comprehensive manufacturing technology
event in the Western Hemisphere. Both trade
fairs drew 100 200 visitors in 2012 already, a
number that may have been a new record. Considering that 91 % of the visitors were looking for
products to find ideas to increase their productivity and that 65 % even actually intend to
purchase within the year, the 2nd one promises to
become even more impressive. Motion, Drive &
Automation (MDA) North America is also part of
the package of IMTS and INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION NORTH AMERICA 2014. More than 109
companies from 19 countries will exhibit their
products and solutions.

www.ia-na.com.

Rittal to build new administration
and logistics centre in Seoul
Rittal continues to invest in East Asia: by the end of
the year a new administration and logistics facility
equipped with modern technology will be completed in the free trade area of Incheon Songdo in
South Korea.
Rittal will carry out construction work and heavily
invest in the expansion of its logistics performance not only in Haiger, in the German region
of Hesse, but also in South Korea. While the new
centre for the international logistics of the enclosures and systems provider is currently being
built in Haiger, authorisation has also been given
for the construction of a new administrative and
logistics facility near the South Korean capital
Seoul. “With this investment, we are keeping our
promise to deliver faster, better, worldwide really
at a global level. Furthermore, delivery times and
availability of our core products will be of
standard top quality worldwide,” says Dr. Guido
Stannek, Managing Director of the Purchasing
and Logistics Department. The estimated
construction period is nine months, and completion is scheduled in October 2014.

www.rittal.com
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Measurement specialist Acam
expands into new markets

Wiska establishes subsidiary
in China
By founding its 6th subsidiary, Wiska continues its
international expansion strategy. Although the
shipbuilding and industry supplier has already
done successful business in China since 2003,
Wiska is sure of further growth potential by
means of the new company. “China still is a market of big economic growth. Our business success
together with our local agents by now encourages
us to realize our subsidiary´s economic potential”,
says Ronald Hoppmann, General Manager of
Wiska. The German company is putting strong
focus on the industry sector. Tim Reimann,
responsible for the Chinese market at Wiska:
“Especially with our products ‘made in Germany’
we can establish Wiska in the industry sector.”

www.wiska.com

The measurement technology manufacturer
Acam, based in Stutensee, Germany, is now also
represented in the Australian and Turkish
markets. Since the beginning of 2014, the company
has been working in Australia with Braemac, a distributor of semiconductors based in Sydney. Since
December 2013, the company Turkuaz Aktif Pasif
Elektronik, based in Istanbul, has been the distribution partner in Turkey. According to Acam,
Turkey is currently one of the strongest growth
markets for the company in the field of water and
heat meters. The Australian market also offers
great potential. At present, mostly positive results
are being achieved in Australia for high-precision
scales. The TDC (Time-to-Digital Converter)
technology developed is used for high-precision
scales and water and heat meters. So far, the lowpower SoCs (System-on-Chips) have been used
mainly in Europe and China.

www.acam.de

News and Markets
Basler: website now also available in Chinese, Japanese and Russian
The website of the camera manufacturer Basler is now available not only in German and English but also
in Russian, Japanese and Chinese. Interested parties and customers in these important and emerging
markets can now receive information on the range of digital industrial cameras, the technologies used
and the company itself directly in the language of their country. The aim of this website is not only to
inform those visiting it about Basler products but also to offer assistance through reliable online tools in
order to choose the right camera for their application. A camera selector
and localised interface advisor are also available. In the future, all news
will also be downloadable in the languages of these countries so that
interested parties and customers can keep up to date on new products,
technological innovations and interesting events.

www.baslerweb.com

An eye on the US market
Chromasens GmbH from Constance, Germany,
provider of image recording and processing
systems, has appointed three distributors for the
North-American market: North Coast Technical
for the Mid-West, Motion Analysis for the West
Coast and Cooper Vision Technologies for Canada.
The new partners sell the company‘s entire product range: CCD-line cameras, LED-lighting
systems for line cameras, multi-spectral cameras
and 3D-imaging solutions. As Chromasens
reports, all distributors have strong image processing know-how, enabling them to competently
consult OEMs and system integrators in customerspecific projects. Each company sells imaging
components for image processing, microscopy,
science, safety and military and the industrial
imaging market. The product range goes from line
cameras and Frame Grabber to lenses and
lighting systems to software and peripheral
devices. A shared claim was configuring customised solutions that are innovative, cost-efficient
and reliable at the same time.

Harald Wessels is the new technical
spokesperson of Safety Network
In Harald Wessels, the user organisation Safety Network International e.V. based in Ostfildern,
Germany, has a new technical
spokesperson. He will represent
the user organisation with regard
to technical issues that involve
technical committees, and promote the further development of
SafetyNET p. Harald Wessels has longstanding experience in the product management of components in
industrial communication technology. After graduating at the Ostwestfalen-Lippe University of Applied
Sciences with a degree in Electrical Engineering, he
worked as an Application and Service Engineer at
Phoenix Contact in the field bus system department,
before becoming Product Manager for Communication Technology at the company Friedrich Lutze
GmbH. Over the last 15 years, he has worked in
product management at Hirschmann Automation
and Control. Safety Network International e.V. is an independent user organisation that supports the communication systems SafetyNET p and SafetyBUS p.

www.chromasens.de
www.safety-network.org
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North American Machine Vision
Market Exceeds Growth Expectations
Total sales of machine vision components and
systems in North America grew over 9 % in 2013,
more than double the initially forecasted growth
according to new statistics issued by AIA, the
industry’s trade group. Total machine vision sales
include sales of machine vision systems and
components. Last year’s surge in growth is due to
an increase in sales of machine vision systems,
which is comprised of application specific machine vision systems (ASMV) and smart cameras.
Machine vision systems grew 11 % in 2013. While
sales of machine vision systems were up, sales of
machine vision components remained flat.

www.visiononline.org

20th birthday of Turck China
Turck China will celebrate its 20th anniversary in
Tianjin this year. During this period, the subsidiary has combined full-range of products and
solutions with engineering services. With toprated technical support and a vibrant sales
network, the company has paved the way for the
rapid development in China. Today, Turck China
has grown into an important global sales, service
and production hub and is known as a complete
automation components supplier and a reliable
comprehensive automation solution provider.

www.turck.com

Wibu-Systems presents the new
“Protection Suite” which protects
and licenses software applications

Wibu-Systems announces its new “Wibu-Systems
Protection Suite” – the all-in-one CodeMeter
encryption and licensing tool that enables
manufacturers to quickly and easily protect their
ready-made software and their know-how against
piracy and reverse engineering, and safeguard
their equipment from tampering or cyber-attacks
(picture). It also includes the automatic “AxProtector” encryption tool for software applications,
and “ExProtector”, an encryption tool specially
designed for embedded operating systems. For
native code, manufacturers can integrate CodeMeter directly in the source code and encrypt
single functions individually using “IxProtector”.
All AxProtector variants have one element in
common: protected programs are processed into
something similar to a self-extracting archive,
which is then loaded without any modification of
the operating system. ExProtector integrates
instead directly into the loading mechanism of the
operating system, offering a signature validation
check before executing any protected program.
In pursue of a broader awareness of security in
the industrial world, Wibu-Systems will be next
showcasing at the Industrial Automation Beijing,
China, May 7-9. In association with Protect-Ing, a
working group within VDMA – the German
Engineering Federation, Wibu-Systems will take
part in a special initiative held on May 8th. At the
VDMA Forum, Oliver Winzenried, also CEO of
Wibu-Systems Shanghai, will talk about Embedded Security for Protection against Reverse
Engineering and Product Piracy at 3.50 pm.

www.wibu.com
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China — the market
of superlatives

Gerald Scheffels

China is not only the world champion of export
but also a main market for the international
manufacturers of premium machines and cars.
For the future, the nation aims at focusing on
demanding technologies and a more sustainable
development.

AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES

read article

News and Markets

China – A future market for
automation technology?
The continuous wage increase increased the cost pressure on the Chinese economy.
Due to this and continually increasing quality standards for the local and export
markets, China would like to develop its position among the globally leading producers for high technology further. Additionally, the high energy demand and the
connected CO2-emissions are to be reduced. To track this transformation of the economy at concurrent strengthening of industrial
competitiveness, the Chinese leadership would like to switch from
manual labour to automated production in the corresponding key
industries as quickly as possible. The demand in high-quality
automation technology therefore will continue to increase.
Marco Heck, managing director Escha Bauelemente, Germany

China is the most important future market for
industrial automation at the moment. The
country offers strong growth
opportunities in the short and
long term. Specifically for products and systems based on
industrial communication. This is
indicated by our member companies registering a very strong
interest in products and systems
with Profibus and Profinet
interfaces these last few years. Therefore, it is
only logical to found a dedicated regional PI
association in China. It is particularly important for success on the Chinese market to
establish standards as a national standard in
China. Our technologies have already been
standardised on a national level in China.

As the “world‘s workbench”, China has long
turned from a cheap labour producer to an
industrial nation. Industries such as the automotive industry and its suppliers, as well as
the logistics and process industry, are reworking and producing mainly on the state of
automation technology art in China today. In
addition to international companies, this trend
also increasingly catches hold of local producers, who are also subject to labour cost
pressure, as well as the pressure for more quality
in the value-added chain.
Therefore, the Chinese
market will be one of the
most important sales
markets for automation
technology providers in
future.

Dr. Peter Wenzel, managing director, Profibus Nutzerorganisation e.V., Germany

Frank Spitzer, Export Sales Manager
Asia, ifm electronic, Germany
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More and more companies in China value automation of their plants. They want
to be able to track their products better during production and to improve quality.
They also want to increase production efficiency. We are noticing this, among
others because of the sudden increase in the turnover figures
of IO-Link and RFID systems on the Chinese market. We have
been active in China for more than 30 years, starting in the
early 1980s with a first representation in Shanghai and taking
up production in Chengdu in 2004. This site is deemed our
most important one for the development of the Asian and
Chinese markets.
Reinhold Heinz, Director Sales Asia, Balluff, Germany

After Germany, China is our second-most
important sales market. Our local approach
enables us to quickly recognise and meet the
needs of this growing
market. Additionally,
China is currently going
through the change from
“Made in China” to
“Created in China”,
providing a total of 1.2
trillion Euros for this in
the current five-year plan
until 2015. This investment drives R&D and
is reflected in new products that must be
produced in production sites, which in turn
leads to investments. The machines and
plants will be purchased both on the Chinese
and the international markets, including the
German one. The circle costs here make
Chinese automation technology a target and
future market for us as well.
Horst Kalla, specialist press officer, Weidmüller, Germany

In automation technology, the still-booming
Chinese market is continuing to increase in
importance for us. The Chinese production world
is currently subject to strong change, caused by
the increasing cost pressure from increasing
labour costs. China has to produce more costefficiently than before as well. The first production sites have already been relocated to cheaper
areas, such as Vietnam or Cambodia. To counter
this, Chinese companies are
now investing more strongly
into smart production technologies. Innovative automation
technology thus is moving
forward in China as well.
Hans A. Thiel, sales manager, E-T-A
electrotechnical apparatus, Germany
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The voice of the European
Electro Industry in China

With China being the second largest
export country for German electro
exports, the Chinese market is very
important for German electrical and
electronic manufacturers. EuropElectro
promotes the interests of European
companies, for instance, in
standardisation committees in China.

AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES

read article
video

ZVEI overview
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Trends and Trade
in the Middle Kingdom IA BEIJING 2014

Industrial Automation BEIJING 2014 will open its
doors on 7 to 9 May 2014 at Beijing Exhibition
Center. Nearly 200 industrial leading enterprises,
bringing in advanced industrial automation idea,
products, technology and solutions, gather to
meet closely with visitors and together explore
market opportunities.
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read article
Hall plan
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“An established platform”
The most international fair in China’s northern area will
open its doors from 7 to 9 may 2014 in Beijing. We talked
with James Fu, general manager of Hannover Milano Fairs
China Ltd. and organizer of Industrial Automation BEIJING,
about the expectations of the event in 2014.
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hall plan
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Study: German machine
manufacturers need to
adjust their China strategy
Marc-René Faerber, Haiying Chen

The Chinese market has changed: it is now more
mature, highly competitive and has become more
price-oriented. According to a recent study, German
companies have to adjust their China strategy and
positioning on-site in order to benefit from the
growing domestic market in China.
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read article
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Labom opens production
facility in China
The Chinese market is the world’s
fastest-growing economy. Orders from
China have quadrupled in the last
couple of years for German measuring
device manufacturer Labom. The
company took this development
into account and opened a
production faculity in Kunshan,
west of Shanghai.
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read article

News and markets

Mechanical engineering and
plant construction in China –
a short overview
Solid growth expected
After the year of 2012 was rather difficult for the Chinese
engineering industry, 2013 went much better. The China
Machinery Industry Federation (CMIF) had forecast a
growth of no more than 10 %. The effective turnover
increase in almost all segments was at 12 to 16 %, and
thus clearly above the growth rate of the gross domestic
product of 7.7 %. The top contributor was agricultural and
forestry machinery (+16.3 %). The industry has an optimistic
outlook on the future in 2014 as well: CMIF expects a
turnover increase of 10 to 15 % (Chinese differentiation).
The Verband Deutscher Maschinen- und Anlagenbau
(VDMA) assumes 7 % (closer differentiation).
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Leading professional
exhibition of industrial
automation in Southern China
In times of highly competitive manufacturing
sector and thriving industrial automation, market
change and technological upgrade are exerting
ever-present impact on the development trend of
automation. This year, the Industrial Automation
Shenzhen coorganized by Deutsche Messe and
Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd in their best
efforts is dedicated to showcasing the ongoing
theme of “Industry 4.0.”
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read article
brochure
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WIN Automation –
magnet for business
connections
The 21st WIN Automation has welcomed
decision makers of the sector at Tüyap Fair
Convention and Congress Centre in March
2014 in order to build new business
contacts. The exhibitors were coming from
23 different countries and took the
opportunity to present the latest trends
to the visitors. Our video provides a short
overview of the trade fair in Istanbul.
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Mid range ultrasonic
sensors reduce the
number of variants

Markus Bregulla

Anyone wishing to sense objects in
the mid distance range up to 300
cm previously had to keep a large
number of variants in stock, as each
one could only cover a
limited measuring range. Turck
provides a solution to the
problem: Three sensor lines that
cover all requirements — and offer
additional handy features.
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read article
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On the requirements for newgeneration process instruments

Jens Baar

The requirements of today’s developments
are characterized by “miniaturisation”,
“intuitive operation”, “compatibility”
or “price-performance optimisation”.
Buzzwords with positive implications
for the customer which have long been
discussed within consumer electronics and
communications technology. With products
for industrial processes, it is therefore often
possible to find parallels. Read more about
a resistance thermometer as a trendsetter
for the process industry.
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WEG motors let it snow at
Sochi 2014
Olympic winter games without snow — unthinkable.
To prevent this, the organizers of Sochi 2014 used
several snow cannons to provide the proper conditions
for the games. Eight WEG motors helped to operate the
cooling towers that provided the chilled water for the
snow cannons.

read article
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Energy savings: stone by stone
Mircea Bogdan Balan

The cement manufacturing process calls for drive solutions
that perform reliably in tough operation conditions. When
the motors driving limestone conveyors at the Carpatcement
plant in Deva, Romania, had reached the end of their
working lives, the company approached Eaton to help
finding a solution that provides enhanced control and
energy savings.
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RFID Systems enable a
production with many variants
Markus Weinländer

Customized products are more and more in
demand. However, the step from mass-production to
individualized series products particularly affects the
production engineering. With RFID, the challenges of
producing small lots with many variants can be
solved effectively.
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What are the benefits of
the change of generations
in HMI systems?

Many young people who have
grown up in the age of Smartphone and Tablet PC are now
entering professional life,
applying expectations from
the consumer world to the
industry. Apps, cloud, multitouch, gesture operation, wide
screen formats and consistent
operating concepts, as well as
continuous availability, will be
expected in future. Additionally, the demands to industry
are increasing. Productivity, efficiency and real time are
only some keywords. Technical apps in the environment
of control technology already offer support in everyday
work. Simple operation and a precisely matching function
scope of the apps are required in the HMI-environment.
Marcel Roske, Marketing Manager Simatic Apps, Siemens AG, Nuremberg,
Germany
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Online configuration of
tailor-made displays
Klaus Wammes

Control displays can be crucial when operating
machinery - failure may cause fatal consequences.
i-sft creates tailor-made solutions for applications
with specific requirements. The company has
launched an online configuration device to
calculate costs and to facilitate the design process.
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read article
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Your connection is maintained!
For more than 20 years Igus, Cologne,
operates a test laboratory with 1750 m2
to test the durability of the own Chainflex
cables. About 2 billion test cycles at more
than 50 test benches are performed every year.
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test laboratory
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Cables for drag chain
applications: Tested to the limit

Cables for drag chain applications have to meet
particularly strict requirements before being delivered
to customers. Leoni AG has specialized in providing high
quality cables — and developed very strict testing
methods for its products. These methods and the
consequent benefits will be outlined in the following article.
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PROFIsafe and Profinet for
more efficiency in safe plants
and machines
Xaver Schmidt

A new era in the automation of safety-related
machines and plants began 15 years ago with
the first PROFIsafe specification in 1999. The
continuous development of PROFIsafe in this
new era not only guarantees greater safety,
but also maximum functionality.
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read article
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Camera change with potential:
USB 3.0 instead of FireWire

René von Fintel

How long will I be able to maintain my FireWire
camera system? When should I switch, and which
interface should I pick? Users of FireWire cameras around
the world are wondering these things at the moment.
The new USB 3.0 interface and its standard USB3 Vision
are an attractive successor due to the technical proximity
to FireWire. Basler, a globally active developer of
industrial cameras, explains the backgrounds
and perspectives.
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Vision systems accelerate
processing in DHL’s bases in Italy

When it comes to sorting systems, processing
speed is the most important feature. DHL
counts on imager solution by Datalogic to
improve productivity in its bases in Italy. But
speed is not the only benefit that comes with
the products — in addition, the manufacturer
provides a wide range of services.
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read article
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Quality Control 4.0

Thomas Liebig

Industrial production of the future will be characterized by the
demand for mass customization, micrometer critical dimensions,
higher throughput and increased cost of resources and labor and
ultimately: 100% automated factories and 100% quality control.
This quality control is capable of evaluating every product in real
time with respect to the properties being critical to its quality
(CTQs). Therefore it has to be in immediate proximity to the
machine, instantaneous and without interfering with the
production process.
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read article

Product News
Plug&Play Ethernet switches for the
industry

High-performance relay
module series

Video pyrometers for
hard-to-reach processes

Safety-related software certified
according to IEC 61508:2010

Compact temperature sensor with
integrated evaluation electronics

Extended temperature range for
industrial routers and fault monitors

Z-Laser available in Benelux from
Stemmer Imaging

VLG (volume light grid) measuring
system from Framos Imaging Systems

CMOS Line Scan Camera
Family expanded

Reliable monitoring
of road users

Hybrid connector transmits power
and data

The range of modular SIVACON
sicube 8MF system cubicles by Siemens
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Editorial

Opportunities of
a world market
In the scope of globalisation, we are experiencing increased networking across
disciplines, starting from engineering through product development and
construction to production processes, even beyond the borders of companies
and countries. This causes producers, customers and service providers to grow
closer together. Maintenance can be performed remotely via Condition Monitoring, software updates can be implemented via the internet and smartly produced products at the end customer‘s site can submit specific data and thus trigger
web-based actions. If the prerequisites for such exchange of data are created and
the corresponding network structures are available, companies around the world
can profit from each other.
As a German magazine with an international focus, we present examples of
globally acting companies, site-comprehensive production processes and developments of global interest, such as embedded systems and the area of automation technology, in our current issue of AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES.
Looking beyond country borders, we are seeing networked structures once
again. China has been the second-largest economy in the world, with its capital
Beijing, again, being one of the country‘s largest industrial centers. Focussing on
the automation market in China, Industrial Automation Show IA BEIJING, a
sub-show of Hannover Messe, offers great opportunities to get to know new
technologies and solutions. The IA BEIJING takes place from 7 - 9 May 2014 and
has already become the largest industrial automation show in northern China
with a high degree of internationalism as well as an immense potential for
further development. Read more about the highlights of the exhibition in our magazine and
take the advantage of the opportunities of a world market that is
enjoying dynamic growth.

Nicole Steinicke
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China — the market of superlatives
Gerald Scheffels

China is not only the world champion of
export but also a main market for the international manufacturers of premium machines and cars. For the future, the nation
aims at focusing on demanding technologies and a more sustainable development.

I

t is nearly impossible to write about China´s economical development without adding one superlative
after the other: The world´s largest trading power,
number one in exports, an enormous export surplus,
growth rates of up to 14 % per year (in 2013 it was
7.7 %), the world´s largest foreign exchange reserves… In 2013, China contributed 48 % of the world´s
steel production and more than 55 % of the cement
production. This indicates that the growth is still continuing.

Fast transformation process

Author: Gerald Scheffels, specialized
journalist, Wuppertal, Germany
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To put it shortly: China, it seems, has run through the
transformation from a rural society to a highly industrialized nation in roughly 40 years. In Europe, this
process lasted 200 years. And there are many serious
scientists who share the opinion that the 21st century
will be the century of China.
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The figures are impressive indeed. From 2002 to
2013, export and import have risen by the factor ten.
In 2013 alone, exports have increased by 7.9 %. In
consequence, the trade exchange surplus amounted
to 260 bn $ which is 2.5 % of the gross domestic product (GDP). To get a clear picture of the Chinese economy, it must be said that China ist not only the
world´s biggest exporting nation, but also a very
important market for the international manufacturers of machines and their components. In 2010,
Chinese enterprises imported mechanical and electrical products with a value of more than 660 bn $.

Well embedded in the global trade
exchange
The trade connections between China and Germany
may well demonstrate the importance of the biggest
Asian nation for the global economy. For Germany,
China is by far the most important economic partner
in Asia and – after the USA – the second biggest on a
global basis. The trade volume in 2011 amounted to
144 bn €. German enterprises exported goods with a
value of 64.8 bn €, which was an increase of + 20.4 %
compared to 2010.
More than 43 % of the Chinese imports from the
European Union are products “made in Germany”.
Machines and cars ae in focus here and have dramatically changed the global balance of the single
markets. Just some examples: For a premium car
manufacturer like Audi, China was the biggest
market in 2013. In consequence, the production
basis of the European manufacturers and their
suppliers is constantly rising. This is true for cars —
the Volkswagen Group alone runs 16 production
sites in China and the ZF group, a German supplier
of drivetrain technology, 21 — but also for machines
and their components. Direct investments from
Germany companies in China amount to 1.3 % of the
German GDP.
In the other direction, more and more Chinese
companies are investing in Germany. They open
production sites (like the plastics machinery manuf-

acturer Haitian/ Zhafir near Nürnberg or construction machinery manufacturer Sany in Bedburg near
Cologne) or purchase medium-sized companies like
Putzmeister (Sany), Linde Hydraulics (Weichai) and
Schiess Aschersleben (Shenyang Machine Tool
Corporation).

Paradigm shift in industry politics
In the current five-year-plan, which sets the frame
for the years 2011 to 2015, China has defined key
industries which shall be developed with priority:
New Energies, materials, information technology,
biology, medical technology, protection of environment, aircraft industry, shipbuilding and electromobility. The GDP share of these technologies shall
rise from 3 to 8 % within the next three years.
This focus shows that China aims at entering resp.
strengthening the high-level industries and adding
sustainability to the industrial agenda. The nation, it
seems, shifts from being the “workbench” of the
world to a more innovation-driven economy which
moves up the ladder of the production process chain.
This, in return, opens new opportunities for international suppliers and partners. The same is true for the
goal of pursuing a concept of “ecological civilization”.
Here, economists see a real paradigm shift in industry politics — from quantitative to a more qualitybased and innovation-driven growth.

Stronger focus on the home market
The five year plan also puts a stronger focus on the
home market. Here, a growing middle-class of no
less that 300 m people (just some millions less than
the inhabitants of the USA) form a healthy consumer
market who buy, for instance, computers, furniture,
cars and other high-value goods. For the production
of these goods, machines are needed. So there will be
a continuously high demand for industrial equipment.

www.industrial-automation-beijing.com/EN
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The voice of the European
Electro Industry in China
With China being the second largest export country
for German electro exports, the Chinese market is
very important for German electrical and electronic
manufacturers. EuropElectro promotes the
interests of European companies, for instance,
in standardisation committees in China.
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s tariffs have been reduced over the last years
after the accession of China to the WTO, nontariff barriers such as technical market access requirements become more and more important for the
electro industry exporting to China. In order to
support European manufacturers entering the
Chinese market and fulfill the national technical
requirements for market access, EuropElectro was
founded in 2007 by some 60 companies under the
leadership of ZVEI and Orgalime. For more than
seven years, Mrs Wang Xu, the Head of EuropElectro
in Beijing and her team have represented the
interests of European manufacturers in China
successfully. They have established an extensive
network in China between European electrical and
electronics companies and Chinese authorities,
administration and certification and standardization
organizations.

International standards in China
Through this network, the organization helps to
bring Europe and China closer together in technical
legislation, standardization and certification for electrical and electronic products. Europ Electro aims for
supporting Chinese government authorities to use
international ISO and IEC standards in the Chinese

Europ Electro provides information
on technical legislation and
certification in China
standardization system in order to facilitate the trade
of electrical and electronic products with regard to
technical requirements.
Besides general standardization policies and
technical legislation, EuropElectro mainly
focuses on product safety issues such as CCC and
product related environmental issues such as energy
efficiency, low carbon certification, China RoHS and
China WEEE. In addition to that, state security
issues such as IT security regulations, smart grid
and demand side standardization information in

Wang Xu, Head of EuropElectro in Beijing

China as well as health and safety issues are the
main working areas.

More activity through subsidiaries
For these issues, EuropElectro provides its member
companies with exclusive information relating to the
development of technical legislation, standardization and certification in China. They act as an early
warning system for their members, as timely awareness of Chinese initiatives concerning new standards
projects is of great importance and provide
assistance on interpretation and specific issues.
Moreover, EuropElectro successfully promotes the interests of its members in standardization committees
and expert working groups of legislation in China.
However, market access conditions in China do not
only affect European companies exporting into the
Chinese market. Companies producing in China also
have to comply with those market access conditions.
Therefore, recently its member companies become
more and more active in EuropElectro directly
through their local experts from their China based
subsidiaries and not only through their European

www.europelectro.org
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Trends and Trade in the Middle
Kingdom - IA BEIJING 2014
Industrial Automation BEIJING 2014 will
open its doors on 7 to 9 May 2014 at Beijing
Exhibition Center. Nearly 200 industrial
leading enterprises, bringing in advanced
industrial automation idea, products,
technology and solutions, gather to meet
closely with visitors and together explore
market opportunities.
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hina’s northern area is becoming more and
more important to global automation enterprises.
Consequently, Industrial Automation BEIJING (IA
BEIJING), sponsored by Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society (CMES), organized by Hannover
Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd., Deutsche Messe AG
and CMES, will be held in May in China’s capital.
The fair is the largest of its kind in China’s northern
area, which also boasts the highest level of internationalization and professionalization. The event
will maintain the high-quality service of Hannover
Messe, and will help exploring business opportunities in China’s fast-growing industrial automation
sector.

Pushing progress in automation
technology
Automation technology is an area which has for
many years been characterized by innovation.
Nowhere is this more evident than in the application
of IT in industrial production. IA BEIJING is dedicated
to what has been rightly called “the fourth industrial
revolution.” It asks, for example, where and how can
the new technology be applied? How much potential
is there for networking every industrial segment?
The event has a proven record of identifying key
themes, thus contributing to progress in this sector.
The line-up of highly innovative technology shows
helps to drive business and ensures that exhibitors
meet promising new customers from different
markets. The international profile of the event and
the broad spectrum of topics and trends covered by
Industrial Automation offer exhibitors new opportunities to tap into global markets and thus helps
secure your business success. There will be a strong
lineup of exhibitors including Phoenix Contact, ifm,
Sick, Dunkermotoren and many more.

A growing event
Last year, the fair has seen growth in all aspects: it
occupied seven exhibition halls of Beijing Exhibition
Center with the aggregate exhibition area of more
than 20 000 m²; nearly 200 domestic and overseas
leading automation enterprises attended the event,
including German exhibitors who came to the show
for the first time; the number of professional visitors
and buyers who came for visit and negotiation climbed to 13 732, up by 15 % over the previous show.

More activities, new ways
of communication
In order to help exhibitors find more professional
visitors and buyers with matching supply and
demand, the 2014 show will lay even more emphasis
on marketing promotion so that it can provide a
diverse platform for technical exchanges and trade
negotiations between exhibitors and visitors. On one
hand, more activities such as forums, purchase
matching, group visiting and invitation of targeted
participants will be carried out regarding key application sectors of industrial automation, including
automobile manufacturing, food and beverage,

Various forums will be held during the IA Beijing 2014

pharmaceutical production, semi-conductor,
electronic manufacturing and OEM.
On the other hand, the organizing committee will
also use new social networking media, like mircobloging and WeChat to spread exhibition news,
strengthen exchanges with exhibitors and visitors,
and achieve barrier-free communication both online
and offline.
IA BEIJING will provide a complete automated
production platform and help to elevate efficiency
and benefit of exhibitors through its main themes:
the networking of automation and IT, process automation, energy and materials efficiency, robotics
and systems integration, as well as smart systems
offering solutions in assembly and handling.

www.industrial-automation-beijing.com

Functional Safety & Energy
Efficiency Conference
On 7 to 8 May 2014, the Functional Safety &
Energy Efficiency Conference will be held in
Beijing. The conference is organized by Deutsche Messe, Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai
Ltd. with the support of ZVEI – German Electrical and Electronics Industry Association, EuropElectro – European Electrical and Electronics
Industry, ITEI - Instrumentation Technology and
Economy Institute. The conference provides a
comprehensive and professional understanding
about functional safety and industry energy
efficiency and related market access conditions
to the Chinese market.
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“An established platform”
The most international fair in China’s
northern area will open its doors from
7 to 9 may 2014 in Beijing. We talked with
James Fu, general manager of Hannover
Milano Fairs China Ltd. and organizer of
Industrial Automation BEIJING, about the
expectations of the event in 2014.

Industrial Automation sector is growing more and
more in China. Can we see that at the show?
It is clearly inked in China’s 12th Five-Year Plan that
the country will vigorously progress intelligent manufacturing. Especially in China’s northern area,
large equipment manufacturing, metallurgical
industry, petrochemical engineering, automobile,
medicine and other key industries are all facing difficulties caused by rising labor cost and production
cost. They are pressed to apply industrial automation
technologies to production. Industrial Automation
BEIJING 2014, originated in Northern China will

back to current issue
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follow the trend and appear with a brand-new
mode and more professional layout, in a bid to
build bridge for industrial users and create business
opportunities. Regarding the exhibition mode,
Industrial Automation BEIJING has already transformed from products display to solutions presentation, providing complete automation production
platform for the whole manufacturing industry. Regarding the layout, we set professional display areas
according to products categories: industrial robots
and machine vision, sensors and connectors, production and process automation, electrical system,
drive technology, German pavilion, etc. Meanwhile,
Industrial Automation BEIJING 2014 elaborately
designs visiting routes, covering every highlights of
the show to promote efficiency. Multiple business
matching activities and onsite forums also help the
two sides of supply and demand to communicate
and cooperate.
What are the important topics of the trade fair?
With a brand-new layout, Industrial Automation
BEIJING 2014 is a grand show for intelligent manufacturing solutions. All 8 halls are featuring different
themes, covering industrial automation in an all-
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dimensional way. This year, the important topics
include industrial robots and machine vision,
sensors and connectors, production and process
automation, electrical system, drive technology,
German pavilion, etc. Advanced product technologies and application solutions of modern industrial
manufacturing will be fully presented. German
pavilion will bring latest high-tech products and
technology from HANNOVER MESSE, to introduce
the intelligent development trend and solutions of
future factory.
What do you – as the organizer – expect for the
show in 2014?
As the organizer, we are engaged in building Industrial Automation BEIJING as the most professional
industrial automation show nationwide and helping
to boost the whole industry. Regarding this year’s
show, firstly, there’s an elevation in scale. Over
200 exhibitors worldwide attend the show, more
than 50 % among which are foreign companies. It is
expected to receive 15,000 professional visitors and
buyers. A series of big-scale, industrial users oriented
onsite forums and workshops will be concurrently
held to discuss the hottest topics within the industry,
including Intelligent Manufacturing International
Conference, the 2nd Robot Automation – Industry
Solution Application Conference, Functional Safety
and Efficiency Conference, etc. From the above,
you may see that we’ve attached great importance
to Industrial Automation BEIJING and we want to
present a professional and efficient show. I wish all
the participants could achieve fruitful results.
If you can invite the visitors to IA Beijing – what
would you say, what is the reason to visit the
exhibition?
Firstly, I will stress that Industrial Automation
BEIJING is the biggest, most international and
professional industrial automation show in China’s
northern area, which is always in line with the fact
that the equipment manufacturing industry in
northern China is seeking transformation and
upgrading to rise again. In addition, Industrial

James Fu: “With a brand-new layout, Industrial Automation
BEIJING 2014 is a grand show for intelligent manufacturing
solutions.”

Automation BEIJING has established a platform for
automation users to communicate and seek business
opportunities by virtue of its professional organization, rich content and market oriented concept.
This year, more domestic and overseas companies
and German pavilion will be present with latest
technological products; industrial associations
and experts will provide systematical solutions
through forums and conferences. As the organizer,
we analyze the market carefully, as well as explore
more value from Industrial Automation BEIJING.
I believe all the visitors could experience it.

www.industrial-automation-beijing.com/EN
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Study: German machine
manufacturers need to adjust
their China strategy
Marc-René Faerber, Haiying Chen

The Chinese market has changed: it is now
more mature, highly competitive and has
become more price-oriented. According to
a recent study, German companies have to
adjust their China strategy and positioning
on-site in order to benefit from the growing
domestic market in China.

Author: Marc-René Faerber is
Managing Partner at Struktur
Management Partner in Cologne,
Germany. Haiying Chen is Head of
the Struktur Management Partner
office in Shanghai, China.
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n 2012, China manufactured machines and systems
worth 678 billion euros. Today, one in three new
machines in the world comes from the People‘s
Republic of China. In particular, the mid-segment is
growing strongly. Chinese machine manufacturers
in the lower mid-segment have now become the
second largest competitor for German machine
manufacturers in China.
The latest expert study carried out by Struktur Management Partner focuses on the chances and risks
arising from the changes in the Chinese market,
which may affect German medium-sized mechanical
engineering companies. In Spring 2013, together
with the Chamber of Foreign Trade of Shanghai, the
company interviewed more than 600 German
mechanical engineering companies in China via an
online survey. The survey comprised interviews with
experts and a comparison with the previous study of
2010.
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Compared to 2010, the focus of German mechanical
engineering companies has shifted considerably with
regard to their commitment in China. Sourcing,
assembly or production for the export sector have lost

Customer service applies to most German machine
manufacturers in China, nevertheless, it still continues to be just a prerequisite for sales rather than a
value generator.

„A mature market in China requires
a different approach to when it was initially
set up mainly for the export sector.“
Haiying Chen

much of their importance. The local Chinese market
has now been brought to the fore. Being able to
attract new buyer segments, as well as the introduction of new types of products, process optimisation
and lean management have now become increasingly
important.
Another key factor for market success in China lies
in knowing and taking into account the fact that the
general conditions have changed. The demand
mainly affects the mid-segment. This trend, however,
does not greatly affect the premium segment, which
is the core field of activity of German companies. For
German machine manufacturers, challenges are expected to increase, unless a change in thinking takes
place towards an “all-rounder for the mid-segment”.
The authors of the study recommend increasing
adaptation to local market conditions. The head of
the Struktur Partner Management offices in Shanghai, Haiying Chen, explains: “A mature market in
China requires a different approach to when it was
initially set up mainly for the export sector or to when
state-owned companies bought German machines
as prestigious systems. Other organisational structures are required, especially for distribution. This is
clearly expressed in the influence of the direct sales
share on the respective growth of companies.” In
recent years, Chinese customers have even increasingly begun to accept services subject to a charge.

The authors give six practical recommendations in
order to achieve success in the Chinese mechanical
engineering sector. This is preceded by the imperative to rethink their own segment positioning in the
restructured Chinese mechanical engineering
market, as well as an adaptation of products to the
market. In this case, what is now “less” could clearly
mean “more” in the future. It is therefore necessary
to further develop the organisational structure and
speed up market entry in order to keep up with competitors. Moreover, human relations, intellectual
property and compliance should become a top priority and, in particular, the cooperation between German parent companies and Chinese subsidiaries
should be optimised.

www.struktur-management-partner.com

The study “Von der Pyramide zum Diamanten
— Konsequenzen aus dem Wandel im chinesischen Maschinenbaumarkt” (From the pyramid to the diamond - consequences of the
change in China‘s mechanical engineering
market) is available for purchase at
www.struktur management-partner.com.
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Labom opens production
facility in China
The Chinese market is the world’s fastestgrowing economy. Orders from China have
quadrupled in the last couple of years for
German measuring device manufacturer
Labom. The company took this development
into account and opened a production
faculity in Kunshan, west of Shanghai.

T

he socialist market economy of China is the
world‘s second largest economy by nominal GDP.
The country is the largest exporter and manufacturing economy in the world. In October 2013, Labom
found a production facility in China. Since then, it
has been producing devices for measuring temperature and pressure in Kunshan, near Shanghai.

Production in the “startup factory”
Five employees currently work in the “startup factory”, where the company has rented production space.
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In total, five employees
produce measuring
devices in Kunshan

The factory offers the possibility of renting production space of 200 m² and more to highly specialised
medium-sized companies from Germany. The Kunshan site is the first manufacturing site the measuring
specialist has opened outside the headquarters in
Hude, Germany. The decision to open a branch in
China was made because for years, China has been
the country with the highest growth rates of Labom
exports.

Exceptional growth in orders
According to Labom, orders from China have quadrupled from 2008 to 2012. The company estimates that so-called indirect exports to China have
a similar volume. Indirect exports happen when,
for example, a German machine-builder buys

About
Company: Labom Mess- und Regeltechnik GmbH
Headquarters: Hude, Germany
Turnover: 16m € (2013)
Employees: 160
Products: Mechanical and electronical pressure measurement, Diaphragm seals

measuring equipment from LABOM and uses it to
build a paint-spray line for an automobile factory
in China.
By building their own plant in Far East, the
measuring device manufacturer aims at protecting
their good market position in China. It enables the
company to meet the growing demands of for shorter delivery periods, technical support on site, and
customer-specific modifications of products at
short notice. It is difficult to deliver these services
from Germany, but the Kunshan branch is perfectly
qualified to do so.

Production in China protects employment in Germany
Labom emphasises that opening a new branch in
China also protects the well-being of the headquarters in Germany. Success in the Chinese market also
ensures employment in Germany, because it would
not be possible or sensible for the company to move
all their manufacturing to China. At present, LABOM
employs about 160 staff members and has international technical offices and representatives in more
than 40 countries.

www.labom.com.cn
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Leading professional
exhibition of industrial
automation in Southern China
In times of highly competitive manufacturing
sector and thriving industrial automation,
market change and technological upgrade
are exerting ever-present impact on the
development trend of automation. This
year, the Industrial Automation Shenzhen
coorganized by Deutsche Messe and
Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd in
their best efforts is dedicated to showcasing
the ongoing theme of “Industry 4.0.”

back to current issue
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t asks, for example, where and how can the new
technology be applied? How much potential is
there for networking every industrial segment? The
event has a proven record of identifying key themes,
thus contributing to progress in this sector. The lineup of highly innovative technology shows here helps
to drive business and ensures that exhibitors meet
promising new customers from different markets.
The international profile of the event and the broad
spectrum of topics and trends covered by Industrial
Automation offers exhibitors new opportunities to
tap into global markets and thus helps secure your
business success.
Beginning in 2014, Industrial Automation Shenzhen (18-20 June 2014) will become one of the
Hannover Messe’s series of global industrial exhibitions. As the biggest and the most professional
industrial automation exhibition with the most
prominent international exposure in southern China
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region, Industrial Automation Shenzhen will
maintain Hannover Messe’s premium service
helping you explore business opportunities in the
rapidly grown industrial automation sector of China.
As the most important industrial automation
exhibition in southern China market, Industrial
Automation Shenzhen 2013 occupied the exhibition
space of 28,000 square meters, achieving 10 %
increase over the previous year, attracted 382
exhibitors from 33 countries and regions, along with
36,000 professional visitors and buyers, upturn of 1 %
and 6.7 % respectively over the previous year.
And what are the voices of the exhibitors? Mr. Jia
Jinyuan, Regional Sales Manager of Tianjin Ace Pillar
Enterprise Co., Ltd. says: “We’ve participated in
Industrial Automation Shenzhen for the last five
consecutive years and have been witnessing the
constant growth of this show. These years Industrial
Automation Shenzhen is becoming all the more
professional with visitor quality better than that of
previous year. The result this time was very good and
we will participate again in 2014. Sincerely hope
Industrial Automation Shenzhen will be better in the
years to come!” And Ms. Yao, Marketing Department
of Cognex Shanghai, is also excited: “We are quite
satisfied with Industrial Automation Shenzhen this
time. Our communication with the organizer was
very smooth and our demands were met in a very
quick manner.”

www.ia-shenzhen.com
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Mid range ultrasonic sensors
reduce the number of variants
Markus Bregulla

Anyone wishing to sense objects in the mid
distance range up to 300 cm previously had
to keep a large number of variants in stock,
as each one could only cover a limited
measuring range. Turck provides a solution
to the problem: Three sensor lines that
cover all requirements - and offer
additional handy features.
Author: Markus Bregulla, product manager for
optical and ultrasonic sensors at Turck
GmbH & Co. KG in Mülheim an der Ruhr,
Germany
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ltrasonic measuring requires special attention in
some respects: Sound is a mechanical wave that
is propagated in solid material, gases or liquids. The
speed of this propagation depends on the composition
of the parameters for pressure, temperature and the
ambient medium. Ultrasonic sensors measure the
time of flight of their signal, the accuracy of the result
depends on the speed at which the sound is propagated. This means that factors that can be ignored
with other technologies have an effect here.
Another special requirement is presented by the
measuring principle: All ultrasonic sensors have a
large blind zone directly in front of the sonic transducer. The size of this depends on the frequency at
which each sensor switches between emitter and
receiver. Sensors with large sensing ranges work at
low frequencies and have accordingly large blind
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zones. The aim of the manufacturer is to keep the
blind zone as small as possible in order to cover a
large operating range with one sensor. Turck has
made a major step towards this aim with its RU-U
ultrasonic sensor series. The sensors operate with
longer measuring ranges and shorter blind zones
than the previous models. The new ultrasonic sensor
series also offers features such as the easy-teach
function and IO-Link capability.

Blind zone shortened
The short blind zones enable objects to be detected
that are close to the sensor. For example, the M18
version with a 40 cm range has a blind zone of only
2.5 cm. This increases flexibility in many mounting
positions. The mounting depths — such as for level
sensing applications — are less, as space does not
have to be reserved for a large blind zone. Thanks to
the shorter blind zones it was also possible for Turck
to reduce the number of variants in the series. The
sonic transducers offer particularly large measuring
ranges over the entire sensor series: In the M18
model up to 130 cm, in the M30 version up to 300 cm.
In addition, every sensor of the series being phased
out can be replaced directly with a model from the
RU-U series. It is also possible to use the previous
accessories.

Operating safety increased
Ultrasonic sensors are used in particularly harsh
environments and therefore must be able to
withstand a wide range of different environmental
conditions such as dust, water, temperature changes
or vibration. Their improved process safety is firstly

About
Company: Hans Turck GmbH & Co. KG
Headquarters: Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany
Turnover: ~ 450m € (2013)
Employees: more than 3,350
Products: sensors, fieldbuses, interfaces, RFID

due to their robust metal housing design: threaded
sleeve and plug thread are designed as one piece.
The male thread on all new models runs over the
entire length of the sensor so that customers can
adjust the mounting position within the mounting
bracket.
The smooth front flush sonic transducer membrane
also contributes to greater process safety as it cannot
accumulate dirt that may cause incorrect signals. The
mechanical movement of the membrane even shakes
off deposits and thus cleans itself. Particle deposits
that can arise when the air humidity is high can be
simply wiped off.

Setup simplified
A teach-in setting is possible for all sensors via pin 5.
Depending on the model, users can teach the sensors via pushbuttons directly on the sensor, with a
teach adapter, or via a teach cable. The teach function enables the setting of individual switching or
measuring range limits. With the M18 series, the start
of switch and measuring ranges can be set without
any additional software. Alternative concepts use
potentiometers, but the turn setting of these devices
is often unreliable and imprecise.

next page
01 The sensors provide very short
blind zones
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02 Ultrasonic sensor with metal
housing and integrated M12
connection

Flexibility maximized
The high-end versions of the ultrasonic sensor series
also feature an IO-Link interface so that they can
offer enhanced parameter and communication
options. The free Pactware parameterization software enables some sensor parameters to be tuned
precisely to the requirements of the particular application. For example, the ultrasonic sensors can be set
as a pure emitter or receiver, so that two sensors can
be installed to create an ultrasonic opposed mode
sensor.
The setting of a time lock, temperature compensation of the internal or an external temperature
sensor, the setting of the analog output signal as a
rising or falling characteristic or even as an additional
switching output is possible, as well. If two independent switching outputs are required instead of the
switching output and analog output, these can be set
to PNP or NPN switching output types with N/C or
N/O function. If several devices are installed in close
proximity, the user can synchronize the sensors in
order to prevent any mutual interference. An alternative to this is multiplex operation in which the individual devices operate in sequence. Besides the parameter options provided, IO-Link provides a communication route between sensor and master. It enables
the latest process value to be read out directly at any
time if a switching or analog signal is not required.
The flexibility offered by IO-Link has enabled Turck
to improve the maintainability of its ultrasonic
sensors in many applications with specific requireAUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 2/2014
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03 The sensors can be
taught directly on the
sensor via pin 5

ments. The compatible connectors and pin assignments simplify the change for customers wishing to
switch to the new ultrasonic sensors.

www.turck.com

Three sensor lines
Compact series in the M18 housing style with
one switching output. As the output characteristics — diffuse mode or opposed mode, both
with an N/O as well as an N/C switching output
— can now be adjusted, two versions are
enough to replace the previous multitude of
types: A version with a 40 cm range and one
with a 100 cm. The setting is carried out via the
teach cable or an adapter.
Standard variant with a double switching
output. Switching points, switching range limits
and output functions can either be set via the
teach cable/adapter or via teach buttons on the
device. The standard variants are available as 40
and 130 cm sensors in the housing styles M18,
and as 300 cm sensors in the M30 housing style.
High-end variants with the parameter options
via IO-Link. These versions are available in the
M18 housing style with a 40 and 130 cm sensing range, and as an M30 version with a range
of 130 and 300 cm.
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On the requirements for newgeneration process instruments
Jens Baar

The requirements of today’s developments
are characterized by “miniaturisation”,
“intuitive operation”, “compatibility”
or “price-performance optimisation”.
Buzzwords with positive implications
for the customer which have long been
discussed within consumer electronics and
communications technology. With products
for industrial processes, it is therefore often
possible to find parallels. Read more about
a resistance thermometer as a trendsetter
for the process industry.

A

s against the rapid pace of development in the
field of “consumer electronics”, the process and
machine-building industries are rather sluggish with
innovation. At first, this may sound negative, but this
is not the case. In the face of the complex requirements, and also with an eye on the existing systems
and installations which are still working properly,
both industries put greater emphasis on proven technology. This is particularly true for devices that are
used in large quantities in production or which do
not need be seen as high-end.
The difficulty in the conceptual design and the
development of new products for these industries
lies in amalgamating “requirements of the 21st
century”, mentioned initially, with the sector-specific
characteristics: Safety, accuracy, but also backward
compatibility — a very important aspect that, since it
is self-evident, is rarely mentioned explicitly. In addi-
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Author: Jens Baar, Product Manager,
Temperature Transmitters, Electrical
Temperature Measurement, Wika
Alexander Wiegand SE & Co. KG,
Klingenberg/Germany
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tion, the integration of approval-related parameters must be considered. Without the appropriate
certificates or market-specific approvals, the door
to these specific industry sectors remains closed.

Example of new development:
resistance thermometer
The change process that the process and the
machine-building industries have put into place
in recent years with respect to equipment for
plant technology can be understood with the
example of the new TR33/34 resistance thermometer from Wika — a compact instrument
with an integrated digital transmitter.
Keyword ‚standardisation‘: In the process industry,
the standard 4-20 mA signal, with which the resistance
thermometer works, is now widely used. This
acceptance also leads to a rethink in machine building, where for historical reasons the 0-10V output
plays a greater role. The 4-20 mA signal with its various
advantages, such as two-wire connection and power
supply for the end device over the signal circuit
(loop-powered), is becoming more and more
accepted here.

Compact and highly functional
As with consumer electronics, the miniaturisation of
devices or components must not, under any circumstances, be at the expense of performance or functionality. What is wanted is, in fact, the opposite. To
stick with the example of the TR33/34: A miniature
thermometer with a 19 mm housing, integrated
sensor and a 4-20 mA output would still, on its own,
not constitute sufficient basis for being widely used.
For this reason, some innovations have been incorporated in the instrument, such as an EMC concept
with two separate printed circuit boards. The main
board, containing the measurement circuit, the
Ex-relevant components and the microprocessor, is
separate from an EMC board. The thermometer

01 The resistance thermometers of the
series TR33/34 are used as universal
thermometers for the measurement of
liquid and gaseous media in the range of
-50 ... +250 °C

therefore has the best possible protection
against electromagnetic interference. Far
more important for the scope of use is
another characteristic of the PCB
design: In spite of the minimum space,
the electronic components were able to
be arranged in an explosion-protection
compliant way. Thus, the TR34 features an
ATEX approval.

Intuitive operation
In order to fully exploit the benefits of an
integrated digital transmitter, dedicated configuration software is required. With the
requirements associated with this, the process industry is also orientating itself to an
increasing extent to the consumer electronics
model. Programs such as “Wikasoft_TT”
should be available to download (at all times
in the latest release) and working with them
should be made as easy as possible through
the appealing design of the user interface and
their intuitive operation.

About
Company: Wika Alexander Wiegand SE & Co. KG
Headquarters: Klingenberg, Germany
Turnover: 750 Mio. Euro (Wika Group)
Employees: 7.900 (Wika Group)
Products: pressure, temperature and level measurement
technology
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02 Individually parameterisable for
integrated transmitter with free PC
configuration software Wikasoft-TT
Speaking of usability, there are still a wide diversity
of interfaces in the process industry. However,
through its ease of operation and mobility, USB is
increasingly on the rise. Similarly, suppliers are
equipping their electronic instrumentation with this
communication standard. Thus, the TR33/34 can be

towards the M12 circular connector. The main
reasons for this are obvious: tool-free assembly,
significant space saving in the design and high flexibility. The M12 connectors are robust and, with a
range of different designs and materials, they can be
used in almost any application.

“In discussions with process engineers and
plant operators, the talk points us clearly in one
direction: more functions in a single device.”
Jens Baar; wika

configured easily and quickly with any computer
through the PU448 programming unit, its status queried and possible errors discovered.

Technical and economic aspects
The will for price-performance optimisation becomes noticeable in the design of the instruments, not
just in their functionality. An indicator of this is the
shift in electrical connection preference: away from
the angular connector per DIN EN 175301-803,
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 2/2014

A combination of small size and M12 connector
significantly reduces the space required for the
measuring point. The measuring instrument can be
incorporated perfectly into any plant construction
and with its small dimensions it is also very vibration
resistant. Therefore, Wika has developed something
new for the market; a universal adapter for its miniature thermometers, so they can be fitted or retrofitted
to any kind of installation.

www.wika.com

Reach international markets.
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WEG motors let it snow at
Sochi 2014
Olympic winter games without snow —
unthinkable. To prevent this, the organizers
of Sochi 2014 used several snow cannons
to provide the proper conditions for the
games. Eight WEG motors helped to
operate the cooling towers that provided
the chilled water for the snow cannons.

T

he mix of winners and losers at this year’s Sochi
Winter Olympics may have been unpredictable,
but one thing was for certain; keeping the relevant
competition areas adequately snow-covered for the
entire event duration was critical to the Games’
viability and success. Sufficient natural snow could
not be guaranteed, so it had to be complemented
on demand by snow from an alternative, man-made
source.

Air flows of 214 m³/s

back to current issue
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Eight of WEG’s 22 kW motors formed a crucial part of
the solution; they were located within a pair of large
Evapco AT Cooling Towers assembled besides a
centrally-located pumping station. The feed pipes
radiated from the building to competition areas
requiring snow cover, where they terminated in
tubing areas which were the supply points for mobile
snow cannons. In this application the cooling towers
had to respond quickly on demand. They generated

chilled water which, after supplemental conditioning, was supplied to the snow cannon. When this
conditioned water left the cannon in a sufficiently
cold atmosphere, it turned to snow.
The two Evapco AT Cooling Towers used were
induced draft axial fan counter flow cooling types.
Their design combined low energy consuming
axial fans with high performance counter flow
heat exchange. Each unit at Sochi, with a footprint
of approximately 11 m x 6 m and a height of nearly
6 m, had four axial fans, each driven by a WEG
22 kW motor. Both cooling towers achieved air
flows of 214 m³/s.

Well prepared for the job
Evapco selected WEG motors to drive their cooling
tower fans because of the company’s ability to
understand Evapco’s special design concerns. With
anti-corrosion coating and environmentally protected enclosures, WEG’s products had to comply

with Evapco’s cooling tower specification for motors,
as well as being Russian state standard GOST
certified.
“The WEG motors had been prepared perfectly for
the job. We’re extremely happy with the quality of
WEG’s products and service, and especially
delighted with the support received from WEG’s
office here in Belgium. They have consistently
performed well for us over many years,” comments
Rob Vandenboer, Product Manager at Evapco Europe.

www.weg.net

About
Company: WEG S.A.
Headquarters: Jaraguá do Sul, Brazil
Net Operating Income: 6,8 bn R$
Employees: 28 000 (2013)
Products: electric motors, drives, controls, gear units
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Energy savings: stone by stone
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Mircea Bogdan Balan

The cement manufacturing process calls for
drive solutions that perform reliably in
tough operation conditions. When the
motors driving limestone conveyors at the
Carpatcement plant in Deva, Romania, had
reached the end of their working lives, the
company approached Eaton to help finding
a solution that provides enhanced control
and energy savings.

C

arpatcement Holding SA is a member of Heidelberg Cement Group which is one of the world’s
largest manufacturers of building materials and one
of the biggest investors in Romania. The company’s
plant in Deva has a licensed production capacity of
1.65 m tonnes of cement per year. An essential part of
the cement manufacturing process at Deva is the
transport of limestone from the quarry to the manufacturing plant itself. Until recently, the conveyors
were driven by 250 kW motors operating at 6 kV, but
these were operated by fixed speed starters that
provided only very basic control. The motors had
also reached the end of their reliable working lives,
as had the 6 kV switchgear used to control them. The
decision was therefore taken to replace the motors
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and to fit drives that would offer enhanced control
and would perform reliably in the tough operating
conditions.

Smooth starting and stopping
To transport the limestone five conveyor belts are
used at the plant ranging in length from 1 000 to
1 850 m. Three of the belts are sharply inclined while
the remaining two conveyors are substantially level.
The conveyors must be capable of smooth and
controlled starting and stopping, even when they are
fully loaded.
Carpatcement approached Eaton for help with this
project. Eaton’s engineers devised a solution based on
replacing the old 6 kV motors with modern energyefficient 400 V motors. The inclined conveyors would
have one motor each, while the horizontal conveyors
would each be driven by two motors that would
torque synchronised to ensure accurate load
sharing. The five existing MV switchgear cells — one

About
Company: Eaton
Headquarters: Dublin, Ireland
Turnover: $22 bn
Employees: 102 000
Products: electrical, hydraulic and mechanical power
management, ...
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for each conveyor — would also be scrapped, with
each replaced by an Eaton Xiria vacuum switchgear
assembly and a 6 kV/400 V transformer rated at
630 kVA for the inclined conveyors and 1.2 MVA for
the horizontal conveyors.
To control the new motors, Eaton SPA/SPI 9000
series variable speed ac drives (VSDs) were selected
for the inclined conveyors, and Eaton SPX series
variable speed ac drives for the horizontal conveyors.
A local system integrator built the drives into control
panels based on floor-standing cubicles from the
Eaton xVTL range.
The Xiria MV switchgear used for this project has a
very long working life and requires almost no maintenance. It also incorporates a wide range of safety
features, including inspection windows that allow
instant visual confirmation of the on/off status of the
vacuum interrupters. Xiria switchgear housings are
also internal arc proof, offering additional protection
for personnel.

operation are not required for these. Instead, Eaton
SPX drives equipped with a standard brake chopper
arrangement were chosen. These units have low
harmonic characteristics and excellent power factor,
as well as provision for the torque synchronisation
needed for the pairs of motors used on the horizontal
conveyors.
Currently, all of the equipment has been installed
and two of the inclined conveyors are in regular use.
They are performing faultlessly, and are providing
accurate and smooth control over starting and stopping even when the conveyors are fully loaded. The
regenerative operation of the drives is delivering
valuable energy savings and, as anticipated, the
power factor of the drives is almost unity, while the
total harmonic distortion (THD) is less than 5%. All of
Carpatcements objectives have been accomplished
with the help of the solution provided by Eaton.

www.eaton.eu

Energy can be fed back
The SPA/SPI 9000 VSDs used to control the motors
on the three inclined conveyors are modular types
with a common DC bus. In this application, SPA 9000
active front-end units are used to provide power to
the DC bus, with the motors driven by SPI 9000
inverters supplied from the DC bus. The active frontend modules offer full four-quadrant operation. This
is an important benefit because the motors need
constant braking when the conveyors are fully
loaded, as the weight of the limestone would otherwise lead to them running at excessive speed.
Without four-quadrant operation, the energy generated by the motors while braking would have to be
dissipated in resistors and, therefore, wasted. With
four-quadrant operation, however, regeneration is
possible, which means that this energy can be fed
back into the supply network cutting energy costs
and reducing the plant’s carbon footprint. The drives
are also equipped with standard brake choppers, but
these are used only in exceptional circumstances to
ensure that the braking function remains available
even if the connection between the drive and the
mains supply is interrupted.

Low harmonic distortion
Since the motors that drive the horizontal conveyors
need little or no braking, drives with four-quadrant

01 Limestone is transported from the quarry to the
manufacturing plant by long conveyors

02 Eaton SPA/SPI 9000 series VSD were selected for the
inclined conveyors, and Eaton SPX series VSD for the
horizontal conveyors
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Industrial communication

RFID Systems enable a
production with many variants

Back to current issue

Markus Weinländer

Customized products are more and more in
demand. However, the step from mass-production to individualized series products
particularly affects the production engineering. With RFID, the challenges of producing
small lots with many variants can be solved
effectively.

Author: Markus Weinländer, Head of
product management Simatic Ident at
Siemens AG, Division Industry Automation,
in Nuremberg, Germany
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I

n the production, there are a multitude of measures
that enable a cost-effective manufacturing of individualized series products. By now it has been
accepted that the decentralization of the planning,
control and monitoring represents an important
strategy for this. Decentralization means that decisions are made at an as low as possible level in the
automation hierarchy, i.e., “on site”. Ideally, the work
piece should bring along all information about the
steps to be performed on it, without necessitating
central units for the individual control. This concept
ultimately leads to autonomous manufacturing cells,
which can perform a specific production step as
independently as possible from other units, and also
optimize themselves through their ability to learn.
However, when utilizing such flexible manufacturing
stations, a clear identification of the respective work
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piece is indispensable: After all, the machine has to
execute an individualized program for each work
piece. The theoretical possibility of predicting every
product movement by computer, which work piece is
located in which station at the moment, is hardly
feasible in practice. Too large are the possible deviations; too complex is the work with regard to the
data.

Flexible Production – controlled by Radio
In practice, various identification systems are being
employed, with RFID systems in the high frequency
band (HF) having proved particularly effective due
to their low costs and very high reliability. Radio
technology is unsusceptible to any type of dirt contamination. This makes it interesting for applications
where harsh environmental conditions are unavoidable. A second advantage of RFID is the possibility
of repeatedly writing to the data medium. In combination with the high storage capacity of RFID
transponders (up to 32 kB with the Siemens system
Simatic RF300), decentralized automation architectures can be implemented, which greatly reduce the
work for the centralized data storage.

The concept: RFID transponders with large memory
are affixed to each work piece (or work piece carrier)
and store all necessary production data, e.g., bill of
materials, production instructions, inspection
guidelines. At the beginning of a production line, this
data is retrieved from the production control system
and programmed into the transponder. At the individual production stations, PLCs read this data directly
from the RFID readers and utilize it to control the
production section. Ideally, no queries to the background systems are required. After carrying out the
production step, the PLC can store status and quality
data on the RFID transponder, before it is transported together with the work piece to the next
station.

Various RFID solutions available
Siemens offers two RFID product families in the HF
area. Simatic RF300 uses a specifically developed
radio protocol that communicates eight times faster
than standard systems, and the data media can store
up to 32 kB of data. The advantage: Even extensive
data records can be read very fast – often without
having to stop the transponder (and thus the work

next page

01 High-performance

systems are able to
capture transport boxes
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02 RFID transponders are available in a wide range of form factors

piece) in front of the antenna. Simatic RF200, on the
other hand, is a cost-effective RFID system that
supports standard data media according to ISO
15693. The system is available in a version for
IO-Link, which simplifies the use of the data in the
PLC program.
To employ RFID transponders and readers in
industrial environments, the components have to
meet certain requirements. For instance, a rugged
construction with high degree of protection (IP65 or
higher) is assumed so that dust, chemicals or humidity do not undermine the functionality. The
connectivity of the readers has to meet the current
standards, i.e. sturdy screw couplings, power supply
with 24 V and integration into common bus systems,
e.g., Profibus and Profinet.

Different sizes, different ranges
But the details of the solution also must be right. For
transponders, the form factor and possible reading
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 2/2014

range are of great importance. With the MDS D117, a
transponder is available that is just 4 mm in diameter
and 5 mm in length. The new RF330T is a universal
round transponder with 32 kB of storage capacity
that can be flush-mounted into metal. The heat-resistant data storage MDS D339 in turn can be warmed
up to 220 °C – and that several thousand times.
Having a wide variety of readers and antennas is also
advantageous. Especially with HF systems, the range
and size are important parameters that often contradict each other. For instance, the new ANT 8 by
Siemens is designed for an installation diameter of
8 mm. Its range, however, is hardly more than 8 mm
— but for applications such as the identification of
tools in machines, this represents an optimal combination. High-performance systems such as the
reader RF290R in conjunction with the antenna ANT
D10 achieve a range of up to 500 mm, but with significantly larger dimensions. This configuration,
though, is exactly right for the capture of transport
boxes on conveyors.
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Successfully implemented at VW
That the concept of the RFID-controlled multi-variant production is successful in practice has been
proved by numerous applications — e.g., in the
transmission production at the Volkswagen plant in
Kassel, Germany. At the infeed of the line, the identification number for the ordered transmission as well
as the necessary recipe are written onto the tag and
linked with a processing pallet number. The mobile
data memory Simatic RF350T offers 32 kB of FRAM
for this. After the corresponding instructions have
been executed, the parts are inspected and acknowledgment-specific production and quality data
(e.g., tightening torques and rotation angles for screw
connections, slot widths) stored on the tag of the
processing pallet. As a result, a complete documentation of the most important production and quality
data is created during the production sequence,
which at the end of line is transferred to the higherlevel MODEAS system for the long-term archiving and
quality monitoring at Volkswagen. The transmission
production planning of Volkswagen Kassel is fully
satisfied with the new RFID system and considers
itself well prepared for future challenges. Besides
significantly reducing the cycle times, a greater flexibility of the production was achieved – enabling the
efficient implementation of modern manufacturing
models such as the just-in-sequence manufacturing
with a “ lot size of 1”.

www.siemens.com/ident

About
Company name: Siemens AG, Division Industry
Automation
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Online configuration of
tailor-made displays
Klaus Wammes

Control displays can be crucial when operating machinery - failure may cause fatal
consequences. i-sft creates tailor-made
solutions for applications with specific
requirements. The company has launched
an online configuration device to calculate
costs and to facilitate the design process.

About
Company name: i-sft GmbH
Headquarters: Gundersheim, Germany
Employees: 25
Brands: i-sft
Products: tailor-made display solutions, measurement
services, consulting
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F

ast trains, aircrafts, seagoing vessels — for 20 years,
display units by i-sft have been used in these kinds
of applications. The company has never produced
standardised products: its goal is to develop and
manufacture individual displays that meet the complex requirements of the customers at a reasonable
cost. The challenge of these projects is not only in the
extreme specifications for individual parameters, but
in their combination. For example, a display which
can tolerate extreme temperatures is no good for
outdoor use if is not bright enough to be read in
direct sunlight. On the other hand, the development
budget for costly projects should be spent on optimising the parameters that really matter. For example, a
display unit for a machine control unit does not
necessarily have to be a full-colour monitor, but it
definitely has to resist the vibration of the machine.

Author: Klaus Wammes, CEO, i-sft
GmbH, Gundersheim, Germany
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Advantages of the configurator
n
n
n
n
n

It offers a checklist with all the
important parameters of the display unit.
It speeds up the quotation process.
It offers a first idea of the costs.
The PDF visualises the configuration.
It helps to reduce design costs.

indicator of the website’s examples ranges from 6.4
for displays integrated into a conference table to 26.4
for the cockpit of a railway train. The website does
not specify actual amounts of money, because many
other details need to be considered before i-sft can
offer an accurate quotation. But the relative cost indicator gives the user a first idea of the costs.

Sharing experience with the public

Offering freedom and flexibility
Different combinations of requirements cause different costs. The website i-sft.com features a “Solu-

In addition, the website offers a “Custom design”
section. Where customers find an online form to
specify their own display and create a spider chart.
The chart can be printed or saved as a PDF-file. The
configurator is a way for the company to share their
experience with the public and to offer electronics
designers and developers a useful tool for assessing
priorities and differentiating must-have from niceto-have features.

“We manufacture individual displays that meet
the customer’s complex requirements, which is
often a necessary condition for realising their
demanding applications.”
Klaus Wammes, i-sft GmbH

tions” section displaying several typical applications
in the form of spider charts. The diagrams show the
importance of several parameters for successful use
of the display. Importance is rated in relative values
from 0 (not needed) to 9 (not usable without it).
Based on all these specifications, the configuration
software calculates a relative cost indicator. The cost

If the user decides to send his diagram to i-sft as an
inquiry (which is not obligatory, also the website can
be used without registering first), both partners have
a well-structured basis for discussion. The configurator
can make the quotation and design process a lot easier.

www.i-sft.com
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Your connection is maintained!
For more than 20 years Igus, Cologne,
operates a test laboratory with 1750 m2
to test the durability of the own Chainflex
cables. About 2 billion test cycles at more
than 50 test benches are performed every
year.

H

igh durability for moving products is basically
the core demand of customers. Many suppliers
on the market can only speculate about such durability instead of proving it. Either the tests don’t correspond with later operational loads or they aren’t
performed. That is quite different at Igus, the world’s
leading manufacturer in the area of flexible cables for
energy chains. There it is standard to permanently
validate the durability of the products during deve-
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lopment but also during the ongoing serial production. “We are always working for an improvement of
process and material optimization to guaranty better
functioning between an energy chain and the cables”,
says Rainer Rössel, manager of the business area
chainflex. “In addition to that numerous applicationrelated tests are performed to arm our products for
all scenarios.” For this reason the company from
Cologne has a fully equipped test laboratory with a
surface of 1750 m2 where product durability is tested
for more than 20 years. This goes beyond the
standard regulations and norms from committees as
for example VDE or UL. At more than 50 different test
benches and machines, endurance tests are made,
supervised and recorded by the laboratory team. This
is the norm at Igus. This equates to about 2 billion
test cycles per year.
The test setups are, in addition to many “normal
linear test axes” with different travels and accelerations, tailored to the individual special test requests.

C om p o n e n ts a n d S oft w ar e

About
Company: Igus
Established: 1964
Headquarters: Cologne, Germany
Turnover: approx. € 400 million
Employees: 2,200 worldwide
Products: plastics for longer life - e-chains, plain bearings,
linear bearings, piston rings, low-cost automation

01 Measurement data of the tests are continuously and
all-automatically monitored via the Igus “AutΩMeS“
system and can be worldwide followed via Internet
So it is possible to test on travels of up to 120 meters
of length, eight meter travel at temperature curves
from –40 °C to +60 °C, or to test the maximum
lifetime of the new chainflex CFROBOT types on five
different robots and special 3D standard test
benches. Just at this point it turned out in recent
years that constructions which are especially used
for a three-dimensional areas, need to be subjected
to hard tests to ensure the demanded lifetime under
real conditions. New to the documentation of the
test results is the possibility to follow the progress of
the tests via Internet and have access to the currently

reached measurements. Here the measurement data
are continuously and allautomatically monitored via
the “AutΩMeS“ system, developed by Igus. In all Igus
offices worldwide, the tests can be followed in
real-time via web cam. Because of the results and
documentations from these tests even more different products can be developed to fulfil the
customer’s special demands. Apart from that the
lifetime of cables and energy chains can be calculated. “We know from many conversations with users
that compromises on cables are often at the expense
of the durability”, says Rainer Rössel. “But it is our
aim to find the proper cable for each customer
without having to make any compromises.” Due to
the endurance tests in the company’s own laboratory,
customers can always be sure that their Igus cables
will last.

www.igus.com

02 The cables from the
CFROBOT family are
designed for highest
demands at torsional
movements
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Cables for drag chain
applications: Tested to the limit
Cables for drag chain applications have to
meet particularly strict requirements before
being delivered to customers. Leoni AG has
specialized in providing high quality cables
— and developed very strict testing methods for its products. These methods and
the consequent benefits will be outlined in
the following article.

Back to current issue
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eoni AG’s Business Unit Industrial Solutions is a
specialist in the development and production of
cables and cable systems in the industrial environment. Its products range from standard industrial
automation cables through to customised special
cables in batch sizes from 100 m. All cable solutions
are also offered in assembled form. Alongside excellent electric and mechanical properties, our technological leadership in this area is based particularly on
an impressive variety of materials combined with
many years of experience, meaning that products
can be optimised for their respective application and
that we can offer individual solutions. The properties
called for in this respect are resistance to oil and
chemicals as well as welding beads, flame retardants
and impermeability to radiation.
Business Unit Industrial Solutions provides a wide
range of NF + HF cables for drag chain applications
in automation and drive engineering. These drag
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chain cables boast a long life expectancy combined
with the smallest possible bend radii. The moveable
laying, the rough ambient conditions as well as the
severe mechanical strains: all these factors call for
quality cables. Leoni in Friesoythe runs a wide variety
of tests to meet these requirements.

Testing can take years
Drag-capable cables are exposed to extreme strains
to prove their durability and thereby to meet the
mounting requirements with respect to cable quality,
lifespan and their ability to maintain their mechanical and electric properties. Depending on the
customer’s requirement, the cables are tested for
years and have to withstand up to 10 million flex
cycles. Leoni in Friesoythe currently operates drag
chain testing lines with travel from 2 m up to 50 m,
acceleration up to 50 m/s as well as traversing speeds
up to 360 m/min.
Additionally, the cables are tested for twist and pull
around their own axis. In the process they are
stressed with torsion movement of up to ± 360°,
partly on a length of just 30 cm. The flex testing lines
are used to verify that cables fulfil the corresponding
customer specifications. The rollers used can cover
bend radii from 10 mm to 125 mm.

Special test for resistance against
aggressive media
Apart from the mechanical examinations, the
in-house laboratory tests resistance to fire and
aggressive media. The behaviour of the cable in the
event of fire is tested pursuant to such German and
international standards as IEC, UL, CSA, EN, VDE
and NF. The flammability of the cable’s non-metallic
elements is also tested.
When it comes to testing for resistance to such
aggressive media as oils, a distinction has to be made
between conventional oil resistance tests and tests
for resistance to drilling sludge. Tests for resistance
to oil are run pursuant to European, North American
and shipbuilding standards. The jacket samples are
immersed in IRM 902 test oil. Resistance to drilling
sludge is tested pursuant to NEK 606 on an oil basis
and on a calcium bromide brine (water) basis; the
test runs for 56 days.

01 Leoni offers a wide range of cables for drag chain
applications

02 The cables are tested for oil and drilling sludge
resistance
With its strict testing methods Leoni’s Business Unit
Industrial Solutions provides its customers
certainty to use cables, cable systems as well as integrated system solutions that are fit for the job in
question. With its bases in 29 countries, the Business
Unit is close to its customers all around the globe.

www.leoni.com

About
Company: Leoni
Headquarters: Nuremberg, Germany
Turnover: € 3,92 bn (2013)
Employees: 62 000 (2013)
Products: cables, fibers, cable systems
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Automation Systems, Siemens AG,
Nuremberg, Germany

PROFIsafe and Profinet for
more efficiency in safe plants
and machines
Xaver Schmidt

A new era in the automation of safety-related machines
and plants began 15 years ago with the first PROFIsafe
specification in 1999. The continuous development of
PROFIsafe in this new era not only guarantees greater
safety, but also maximum functionality.
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E

ven today, users and manufacturers alike are
impressed by the simplicity and safety of the PROFIsafe solution. This is based on the “black channel”
principle that was first used with PROFIsafe as the
foundation of a communication-based solution for
functional safety. In order to reduce the costs for
equipment, engineering and the operation of safetyrelated plants and machines, safety and standard
data are routed together on the same communication medium. This permits a much more efficient
implementation of extremely effective safety
reactions. One essential requirement was the
reactionless integration.
The core of the principle is that safety-related information is packed into a secure “PROFIsafe container”.
In the case of an emergency stop, for example, the
signal status of the safety sensor or of the emergencyoff pushbutton is transmitted by PROFIsafe telegram
to the safety controller, edited and then forwarded to
a drive, for example. On arrival of this telegram in the
drive unit, the requested safety reaction is triggered,
for example the drive is switched to torque-free
operation using the “Safe Torque Off” (STO) safety
function.
In parallel with the safety-related traffic of the PROFIsafe telegrams, standard data is also exchanged
over the same medium with the drive unit in question
and the other devices; meanwhile the communication continues in the network.
Without PROFIsafe this would require additional
cabling and the interconnection of relays. With PROFIsafe, everything runs on one cable so that standard
and safety data can be processed together in one
F-CPU.
The drive manufacturers, who established an international standard (IEC 61800-5) for failsafe drives,
became the promoters of the PROFIsafe technology.
Manufacturers of electrical drives have integrated
safety functions into their products, such as “Safe
Torque Off”, which has now become the standard in
electrical drives.
Thanks to the high profile of the PI Organization
(Profibus & Profinet International) and of the
member companies, PROFIsafe was quickly able to
establish itself in the market and become the clear
market leader. Both the number of device manufacturers and — far more importantly — the number of

applications using PROFIsafe is outstanding in
comparison with other safety communication
solutions. Last year alone, a growth of 50 % was
recorded, showing that even at this high level, further
growth is possible.
Meanwhile, the black channel principle is now
included as a state-of-the-art feature in the IEC standards. After all, the use of safety is not a “voluntary”
matter, but a subject of statutory regulation. Many
standards and guidelines, such as the Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EC of the European Union, the
Seveso Directive, standards such as IEC 62061 and
ISO 13849 (for production automation) and IEC
61511 (for process automation), as well as other local
regulations such as NFPA 79 (USA), must be observed.
PROFIsafe meets all the requirements of these safety
standards.

Continuous development
Building on many years of experience with Profibusbased PROFIsafe applications, it was possible in 2005

01 The “black channel” permits the transfer of safety
data on standard communication media
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to integrate them into the Ethernet-based Profinet
without any system discontinuity. Thanks to a minor
adaptation of the F-CRC (cyclic redundancy check)
and of the sequence counter in the PROFIsafe frame,
communication errors caused by switches or WLAN
clients can now also be detected. Experts from
numerous renowned companies in the PROFIsafe
workgroup of PI examined further error scenarios
and mathematical calculations of errors and drew up
solutions for them so that PROFIsafe today offers the
highest possible status of safety-related communication. Among other things, PROFIsafe machines and
plants up to PL e according to ISO 13849-1 or SIL3
according to EN 62061 can be implemented.

stance from the engineering. A further option is the
switching on and off of individual channels —
without any repercussions on the other channels in
the same failsafe I/O module. The corresponding
amendment to PROFIsafe specifies this “channelgranular passivation” and the appropriate presentation
of the quality of safety-related input and output signals.
Completely new plant and machine designs are
feasible through the transmission of safetyrelated data over wireless connections, which is only
possible with PROFIsafe. For example, communication
cables no longer have to be laid in the festoon
cable systems of crane systems subject to high stress,
for example, or in the vicinity of power rails in transport systems that are subject to high levels of interference. Safety-related communication over wireless
LAN permits the integration of emergency-off
pushbuttons and the associated acknowledgment
mechanisms on wireless panels, which considerably
simplifies the development of mobile operating
concepts. What is more, PROFIsafe permits the
connection of safety-related Intrinsic Safety (Ex-i)
devices via a PN/PB link. Even if an application
demands the separation of the F-controller and the
standard controller, the savings of a shared network
and the integration of safety functions into devices
can be exploited with the aid of a shared device.

High-flexibility features

Conclusion

Yet the developers of PROFIsafe did not focus solely
on safety-related communication; they also simplified the engineering and replacement of equipment.
With the aid of the Tool Calling Interface (TCI), the
configuration engineer simply has to call the specific
configuration software of an F-device in order to
process the individual F-parameters. This is possible
directly from the engineering environment. The
F-parameters are saved locally and additionally
stored in the CPU by means of a specified i-Parameter
server. In the event of a device being replaced, these
specially saved parameters can be downloaded from
the CPU to the new device without any further assi-

A growing number of device manufacturers and
integrators, having taken the first step of using PROFIsafe, are recognizing the additional possibilities
offered by the protocol. With the “safe speed”
feature, for example, plant sections do not necessarily
have to be safely shut down, but can carry on
running under these conditions.
In connection with PROFIdrive for the standardized control of drives and PROFIenergy for energy
saving, PI offers a comprehensive package of
standardized and globally accepted solutions.

02 With shared devices, failsafe and standard
controllers can jointly access the same device
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Camera change with potential:
USB 3.0 instead of FireWire

Basler ace USB3 Vision cameras are available in resolutions from
VGA to 14 MP; they have attractive prices and are easy to integrate

René von Fintel

How long will I be able to maintain my FireWire camera system?
When should I switch, and which interface should I pick? Users of
FireWire cameras around the world are wondering these things
at the moment. The new USB 3.0 interface and its standard USB3
Vision are an attractive successor due to the technical proximity to
FireWire. Basler, a globally active developer of industrial cameras,
explains the backgrounds and perspectives.

Author: René von Fintel is Team
Leader Product Management at Basler
AG in Ahrensburg, Germany
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ireWire doubtlessly is one of the most successful
camera interfaces in the world. However, their life
cycle is slowly coming to an end. Users of FireWire
cameras will be facing the question of how to continue with their camera system in future and which
interface to switch to in the medium term. Generally,
they have several to choose from. The most important interfaces that are currently an option are USB
3.0, Gigabit Ethernet and Camera Link. Each interface technology has some specific benefits. Gigabit
Ethernet is limited to a bandwidth of 100 MB/s, but
offers benefits because it can use very long cables
(up to 100 m) and makes it easier to set up multicamera systems. Camera Link Full is based on a
frame grabber setup, but offers a bandwidth of up to
850 MB/s. Generally, the closer the interfaces are to
each other in their technical principles, the easier it
will be to switch. This specifically applies when
switching from USB 2.0 or FireWire to USB 3.0.
The reason for this is that FireWire is no longer
supported.
There are various reasons for switching from FireWire to another interface. The most relevant ones
most certainly are:
n FireWire hardware is growing more and more
expensive and more and more difficult to procure. It
will no longer be available in the medium term.
n Changes to the software or transfer to any other
operating system require a change. Windows 8 no
longer offers natural FireWire support, while the 3.0
Host Controller can be used at once without even
installing any drivers.
n The bandwidth has grown insufficient for current
and, particularly, future requirements to the Vision
system, such as higher frame rates, higher resolution
and a different pixel format.
n Savings in the overall system justify the one-time
integration effort quickly.

The technology: FireWire versus USB3
Vision
It is often said that USB 3.0 and its standard USB3
Vision are the most logical and recommended
replacement due to the very similar technical
properties. The two interfaces are not only similar,
but USB 3.0 also offers true added value, as the table
makes clear (see figure 1).
Two other important properties should be mentioned: CPU-load and real-time capability. Even data
rates in excess of 350MB/s will hardly put any strain
on the CPU using USB 3.0, due to its direct memory
access on the host computer. Blocks are reserved
before image transfer to enable the mechanism to

01 Technical data by FireWire and USB3 Vision in
comparison
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cope without any copying process. The resulting
overhead is very low, i.e. there is only a small difference between the gross and net data rates.
Speaking of real-time capability of Vision systems
usually refers to different points in the system where
latency times and time-related jitter may occur. The
latency time includes the averaged absolute time,

beneficial to select a USB 3.0-camera with the same
sensor to minimise the change effort. Alternatively, a
deviating sensor of the same or similar sensor size
and sensitivity is an option. The housing size of the
USB 3.0-camera should be similar, but never larger
than the previously used FireWire-camera (figure 2).
The setup behind the camera usually is a little

FireWire is slowly but steadily losing support in the PC world.
It will disappear from the market in the medium term.
while jitter is the time-variation from each same
process step to the next same process step. The timerelated jitter is the more important aspect for determining in advance when the next process step that
depends unconditionally on a previous one may
happen. When performing measurements for
real-time capability, it turned out that USB 3.0 has
shorter latency/jitter times than FireWire does, and
is the more beneficial interface in the sense of
real-time capability.

Replacement effort: changes to hardware…
In case of replacement, changes arise to the hardware and software. As an example, we are looking at
a single-camera system for classic object inspection.
The complete mechanics in this system are adjusted
to this object, i.e. the distances are coordinated with
the lens used, the chosen sensor format and its resolution. The specific lighting may also be adjusted to
it. If this setup is to be equipped with USB 3.0, it is
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES 2/2014

simpler: The camera is connected to the PC via a
FireWire-cable and plugged either into a PCIexpress
card or the sockets directly connected to the mainboard. For precise triggering, another cable may be
used for hardware triggering at the camera. On the
PC-side, the cable and either the entire PC hardware
or the PCIexpress card must be replaced.

… and software
The integration effort for software may vary much
more strongly. Two extremes can be differentiated.
n Version 1: Proprietary, DCAM-based software
environment. The proprietary software supports only
DCAM-compatible cameras and cannot be used as
easily for cameras with newer interface standards
such as the USB3 Vision. The software interface must
be reprogrammed for the GenICam standard. The
good news is that porting to GenICam is only required
once to be ready for other current and future Machine
Vision software interfaces as well. GenICam is the
standard that all interface technologies have to meet.

Machine Vision

03 Amortisation of the investment: Switching to USB
3.0 pays off purely from the point of view of procurement

02 Hardware and software changes are required when
switching from FireWire to USB3.0; the figure shows a
single-camera system for classic object inspection
n Version 2: GenICam-based software environment.
Only slight adjustments are required. Ideally, the
software environment has all drivers for USB3 Vision
and camera control included in an update.

A look at economic efficiency
The calculation example in figure 3 shows how the
change to USB 3.0 will pay off from the point of view

of procurement. Switching to a USB 3.0-model with
the same sensor, mainly expenses in the software
area are required to adjust the software interface to
the new camera interface. A smaller share is additionally required for hardware to attach the camera and
install USB 3.0 with cable and ports. Using the same
sensor means that no adjustments to the lenses,
machine mechanics or lighting are required. The
comparison shows that the break-even point will be
reached within the first year. From the second year
onwards, savings in the larger five-digit area are
possible. The example is based on a number of 100
cameras. The costs for cables and hardware have not
been considered, with savings expected here as well
(USB 3.0 hardware setups tend to be cheaper by
20 %).

www.baslerweb.com
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Vision systems accelerate
processing in DHL’s bases in Italy
When it comes to sorting systems,
processing speed is the most important
feature. DHL counts on imager solution
by Datalogic to improve productivity in
its bases in Italy. But speed is not the only
benefit that comes with the products — in
addition, the manufacturer provides a wide
range of services.

W

ith the installation of imager solution at DHL
Express Logistics’ new hub in Bologna, Datalogic S.p.A. is now present with its products in all of
DHL’s bases in Italy. In Bologna, DHL chose
Datalogic’s industrial high-end camera system
NVS9000. Winning this competitive bid was due to
both the technical benefits of the product and the
longstanding relationship Datalogic has with DHL.

Fast and autonomous
The NVS9000 vision system is designed to dramatically improve the productivity of mail carriers and
distribution centers. The solution combines the most
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advanced image capture technology currently on the
market with exceptional reading performance, ease
of integration and installation at a significantly lower
operating cost.
Datalogic’s solution is integrated into the sorting
system that distributes parcels and flyers. These must
either be routed directly to the mail customers or
forwarded to the local hub for a specific region in
Italy. With the image-based solution in Bologna,
parcels and flyers running at a speed of 2.3 m/s are
read per hour by a system which is fast and autonomous — reducing manual sorting and increasing
throughput.

Comprehensive services
Through video-coding, ‘no read’ barcodes can be
captured using imagery by system operators and
historical records of the images can be maintained,
adding controls in the case of queries or legal claims
for lost or damaged parcels. Further, the manufacturer
offers Hot Swap, a maintenance program for the time-

ly replacement of defective products within 24 hours
of indication of failure, without machine downtime or
system reset. Datalogic’s customized package of
services includes annual checkups for preventive
maintenance, facilitated by the Datalogic WebSentinel
software that provides diagnostics, statistics and alerts
activation e-mail anywhere and at any time.
“With our 40 years of experience in technology
investments and the transportation and logistics
industry, Datalogic has proven once again it is well
placed to meet the needs of leading companies such
as DHL Express who continue to choose Datalogic
not only for its innovation, but for our flexibility and
willingness to analyze and develop tailor-made solutions, which can be integrated seamlessly into host
systems,” said Dr. Romano Volta, Chairman and CEO
of the Datalogic Group.

www.datalogic.com

About
Company:name:
Company
Datalogic
xxx S.p.A.
Brands: xxx Bologna, Italy
Headquarters:
Headquarter:
Turnover:
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xxx
M € (2012)
Turnover: xxx
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2 400 (2012)
Employees:
Products:
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xxx
code readers, data collection mobile computers,
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Quality Control 4.0

01 Optical coherence tomography (OCT)
enables fast 100% quality control in
industrial mass production; 01b: formed
product with micrometer tolerances on
concentricity, roughness, bend radii and
angles

Back to current issue

Thomas Liebig

Industrial production of the future will be
characterized by the demand for mass
customization, micrometer critical dimensions, higher throughput and increased cost
of resources and labor and ultimately:
100% automated factories and 100% quality control. This quality control is capable of
evaluating every product in real time with
respect to the properties being critical to its
quality (CTQs). Therefore it has to be in
immediate proximity to the machine, instantaneous and without interfering with
the production process.
Author: Thomas Liebig, Optical Designer at
the Dutch organization for applied research
(TNO) in Delft (The Netherlands)
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or products made by die forming, as shown in
fig.1 for example, optical coherence tomography
(OCT) represents a well-established method to
determine the complete 3D surface shape from
which the CTQs can be derived. It is an optical
measurement technique based on the coherence
of light. It therefore offers many of the known
advantages of optical measuring methods such as a
high accuracy and being contactless. The use of a
laser source is not required. Also this method is rather tolerant of the properties, such as reflectivity,
roughness and bending angle of the surface to be
characterized. Depending on the roughness of the
surface, a resolution of a few micrometers down to
a few nanometers can be achieved in the axial
direction. Up to now the OCT-measurement is performed on a sample basis in off-line laboratory
facilities due to the time required to execute and
process the measurements, as well as the sensitivity
of the apparatus. Accordingly, high costs are
associated with the loss of invested resources,
ranging from raw materials, to energy and labor.
Also post processing and coping with false positive
products have to be taken into account.

Machine Vision

Novel System Architecture
New light sources and sensors together with a system
architecture, that does not only focus on the optical
instrument itself, but also incorporates the production process and environment enable the acceleration
of the measuring procedure by a factor of 100. TNO
transferred this technology to the work floor in cooperation with industrial partners and supported by the
EU. A prototype was tested very successfully in a
production environment already. The 3d surface
shape of die formed products, made at a rate of 100
products per minute, can be measured in-line right
next to the machine with micrometer precision. The
exemplary products are cups with a diameter of

About
Company: TNO is an organization and a nonprofit company in the Netherlands that focuses on applied science and
sets up new companies to market innovations
Headquarters: Delft, The Netherlands
Employees: appr. 3.800
Themes: e. g. industrial innovation, energy, communication
technology, mobility, built environment, safety and security

ments and control system has to be eliminated. This
enables the so called Zero Defect production.
The know how acquired with the development and
integration of this smart OCT-system proves to be

“The work leading to these results has received funding
from the European Community`s Seventh Framework
Programme under grant agreement n° FP7-285030.”
about 24 mm and a depth of about 8 mm. They are
characterized by features with tolerances and dimensions only a few microns large. This way, they exceed
the stability of the production process already today.
A further reduction of the CTQs is highly desired.
Therefore the delay in feedback between measure-

02 Extraction of properties
critical to quality (CTQ) of die
formed product from 3D point
cloud: the colored height profiles
clearly indicate the different
character of the surface shape
along the polar angle

very advantageous to further projects. In these, TNO
is adapting OCT and related technologies to other
products and production processes in cooperation
with partners from industry.

www.tno.nl/en

